
Fall 2015, MATH-566
Chapter 3 - Simplex and Cyclic polytope

Let P be a polytope. Keep only vertices and edges. Result is a graph.

Theorem: Steinitz A finite graph G is isomorphic to a graph of a 3D polytope iff G is planar and vertex
3-connected.

• no simple proof known

• no characterization for higher dimension d known (solution = A from 566)
it is known that G must be d-connected

• recognition of 4D graph is conjectured to be NP-hard.

• let G be a 3-connected planar graph and P its polytope, then the dual of G is a graph of P ?.

Simplex is a convex hull of affine independent points.

1: Construct simplexes of dimensions 0,1,2 and 3 vertex, edge, triangle, tetrahedron

Simplex is regular if all edges have the same length.

2: How to construct regular d-dimensional simplex? Nice construction is to construct it in d+ 1 dimen-
sions. Let ei ∈ Rd+1 be a vector of d zeros and one 1 at i-th coordinate. Consider conv(e1, e2, . . . , ed+1) ⊂
Rd+1. Try constructions for d = 2, 3.

A polytope P is simplicial if every proper face (all but P and ∅) of P is simplex.

3: Is cube simplicial? Is cross-polytope simplicial? Cube is not, cross-polytope is.

4: If P is a polytope with all facets being simplexes, is P simplicial? Yes.

Points are in general position if no j points in (j − 2) dimensional affine subspace, for j = 3, . . . , d+ 1.

5: What does it mean that points in the plane are in general position? No 3 points are on a line.

6: If vertices of a polytope P are in general position, is it true that P is simplicial? Yes. Supppose that
there is a facet F , that is not simplicial. Since F is not simplicial, it has at least d+ 1 vertices and F has
a dimension d− 1. Hence the points of F violate that they are in general position.

Polytope P is simple if every j-dimensional face is in d− j facets.

Claim: P is simplicial iff P ? is simple
crosspolytope is hypercube?.
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Recall, that linear program is

(LP )

{
maximize (c)Tx

s.t. Ax ≤ b

where c ∈ Rd, A ∈ Rm×, b ∈ Rm, x ∈ Rd.

Notice Ax ≤ b is H-polyhedron. Suppose it is a polytope P . The optimum is in a vertex of P .
Size of (LP ) is the number of rows of A, i.e. number of constraints.

Idea of simplex method for solving (LP )

• Find a vertex of Ax ≤ b

• traverse edges towards the optimum

What is the number of vertices of a polytope that is intersection of m half-spaces?

7: What is the number of facets and vertices of a d-dimensional hypercube? Number of vertices is 2d

(say every vector of 0,1 of length d).
Now the halfspaces - on every axes, we need two. halfpsaces. This gives 2d halfspaces.
Slightly discouraging - there are too many candidates (and it will be worse later)

Conjecture Hirsh: Graph of a polytope of dimension d with n facets has diameter n− d.

• would give linear number of steps for simplex method

• best upper bond is 2nlog(d+1)

• conjecture is not true, but maybe the diameter is still linear

Cyclic polytope (something with few vertices and many facets - dual is scary for linear programming)

Moment curve is γ = {(t, t2, t3, . . . , td) : t ∈ R} ⊆ Rd

8: What is the moment curve for d = 2? Parabola

Lemma: Hyperplane H and a moment curve γ intersect in at most d points. If they intersect in d points,
then none of them is tangent. Let H = aTx = b. Intersections with moment curve γ = {(t, t2, t3, . . . , td) :
t ∈ R} are solutions to

a1t+ a2t
2 + ·+ adt

d = b

This is a polynom of degree d. Hence it has at most d roots. And if indeed has d roots, then a sign change
occur at every root. Hence no tangent point.

9: Show that every d points on the moment curve are affine independent If d of them are affine dependent,
then we could add one more point and we get d+ 1 points in one hyperplane. (In 3D, if we have 3 points
on a line, we can take one more and get 4 points that form a hyperplane)

Moment curve is an example of points in general position.

Definition: Let V ⊂ γ and |V | finite. Then conv(v) is cyclic polytope.

10: What is the number of facets of cyclic polytope? (roughly) Always take two consecutive points
from the moment curve. The all points are on one side of the hyperplane determined by these points.
Rough estimate - pick d/2 pairs. That is around(

n− d
2

d
2

)
≈ nd/2

More precise computation is a question from combinatorics.

Theorem: Cyclic polytope maximizes the number of faces of all dimensions among all polytopes with n
vertices.
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